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,
SITE$ADDRESS$
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SA,5064,
,
SUBJECT$
,

o Identification,and,assessment,of,the,avenue,of,Sugar,Gums,(Eucalyptus,
cladocalyx), located, along, the, main, driveway, into, Hazelwood, Park,
Reserve,to,determine:,

o Their,overall,health,and,condition.,
o Outcomes,of,the,aerial,inspection.,
o Provision,of,a,long,term,management,plan,
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1.0 SUMMARY$

1.1. This, report, describes, the, aerial, inspection, and, assessment, of, the, Sugar,
Gums! (Eucalyptus! cladocalyx)! contained,within,Hazelwood, Park, Reserve,,
Howard,Terrace,,Hazelwood,Park.,

1.2. The,trees,have,been,identified,for,inspection,due,to,the,their,location,in,a,
heavily,used,and,frequently,occupied,major,park,within,the,Burnside,city,
area,, and, the, proposal, to, develop, a, tree, management, plan, to, ensure,
effective,risk,management.,

1.3. The, trees, form, a, large, avenue,, planted, as, a, memorial, to, the, returned,
soldiers, that,extends, from, the,car,park,area,on, the,northern, side,of, the,
park,south,to,the,Burnside,Swimming,Centre,in,the,central,section,of,the,
park.,

1.4. There,are,a,total,of,40,trees,contained,within,the,avenue,,one,of,which,is,
located, within, the, car, park, area,, three, within, the, grounds, of, Burnside,
Swimming, Centre, and, the, remaining, thirty, six, trees, on, the, eastern, and,
western, sides, of, the, main, access, driveway, that, leads, to, the, swimming,
centre.,

1.5. The, trees, have, an, average, height, between, 25, and, 35, metres, and, an,
average,stem,circumference, in,the,range,between,1.91,and,3.95,metres,,
deeming, the,majority, of, the, trees, to, be, covered, by, the, legislation,with,
regard, to, regulated, and, significant, trees, contained, within, the, Burnside,
(City),Development,Plan.,

1.6. The,upper,canopy,structure,was,identified,for,inspection,to,determine,the,
overall, structural, stability, of, the, scaffold, branching, structure., The, trees,
where,planted,as,an,avenue,,and,form,a,large,mature,group,of,trees,,due,
to,the,close,proximity,of,the,trees,to,each,other,they,are,all,showing,some,
form,of,suppression.,

1.7. The,suppression,exhibited,by,the,canopies,has,resulted,in,the,open,side,of,
the,trees,structure,,mainly,to,the,east,for,the,trees,on,the,eastern,side,of,
the,driveway,,and,west,for,the,trees,on,the,western,side,of,the,driveway,,
showing, long, over, extended, scaffold, branch, growth,, which, supports, a,
large,proportion,of,foliage,and,lateral,branching,at,the,branch,extremities,,
placing, a, heavy, weight, loading, on, the, branch, structure, and, the, branch,
union.,
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1.8. The, aerial, inspection, of, the, trees, on, the, western, side, of, the, avenue,
identified,major,damage,in,the,upper,canopy,unions,from,bird,predation.,
This, has, resulted, in, the, removal, of, a, large, amount, of, bark, and, branch,
tissue,forming,the,upper,surface,of,the,branch,unions.,

1.9. The, aerial, inspection, of, the, trees, located, on, the, eastern, side, of, the,
avenue, identified, only, minimal, signs, of, bird, damage., However,, a, large,
number,of,the,trees,had,long,over,extended,branches,with,heavy,foliage,
end,weight.,

1.10. From, a, risk, perspective, the, trees, located, on, the, western, side, of, the,
avenue, will, require, extensive, canopy, management, to, address, issues,
surrounding,structural,defects,within,the,upper,canopy,structure.,

1.11. Although,the,trees,on,the,eastern,side,of, the,driveway,are,showing,only,
minimal, signs, of, damage,within, the, upper, canopy, unions,, consideration,
must,be,given,to,the,implications,future,management,of,the,trees,on,the,
western,side,of,the,avenue,may,have,on,their,structure.,

1.12. The,formation,of,a,tree,management,plan,for,this,avenue,,should,consider,
the,use,of, veteran, tree,management,principles, to, initiate, a, reduction, in,
canopy, size, to, avoid, major, branch, failures, whilst, stimulating, a, growth,
response,that,will,ultimately,form,a,new,more,compact,canopy,structure,
that,could,be,managed,into,the,future.,

1.13. With,this,in,mind,,should,trees,be,reduced,consideration,must,be,given,to,
other,trees,in,the,group,to,determine,the,impacts,opening,their,structure,
to,the,prevailing,weather,conditions,will,have,on,their,structural,stability,,
and, a, pruning, regime, to, reduce, long, over, extended, branches,
implemented.,

 $
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2.0 ASSIGNMENT$

2.1. Verbal,instructions,were,received,on,the,1st,August,2012.,

2.2. The,instructions,requested,an,audit,to,identify,the,species,,circumference,,
and, the, general, tree, condition., From, this, analysis, recommendations, for,
corrective, action, were, required, to, address, any, hazards, identified., The,
priority, rating, provided, in, the, survey, indicates, the, timing, of, any, works,
identified.,The,rating,classifications,are,as,follows:,

2.2.1. Very,High,=,works,required,within,3,months.,

2.2.2. High,=,works,required,within,3,to,12,months,

2.2.3. Medium,=,works,required,within,12,to,24,months,of,the,survey.,

2.2.4. Low,=,works,required,within,36,to,42,months,of,the,survey,

2.3. The, area, occupied,by, the, trees, is, frequently, utilised, by,members, of, the,
general, public,who, visit, the, adjacent, swimming, centre, and, the, adjacent,
parkland., The, survey,was, commissioned, as, part, of, the, Council’s, duty, of,
care,and,should,be,used,to,prioritise,any,works,required.,

2.4. The,instructions,request:,

2.4.1. A,brief,assessment,of,the,tree's,characteristics,and,physiology.,

2.4.2. An, assessment, of, the, condition, of, the, trees, including, an, aerial,
inspection,of,the,canopy,structure.,

2.4.3. An, indication, of, any, factors, that, may, be, influencing, the, tree's,
health,or,stability.,

2.4.4. Recommendations, for,any,action, required, to,effectively,manage,
the, trees, and, appropriate, time, lines, for, the, management,
recommended.,

2.5. LIMITS$OF$THE$ASSIGNMENT/INVESTIGATION$

2.6. A,complete,analysis,of, the, structural, integrity,of, the, trees,upper, canopy,
was, undertaken., An, elevated, work, platform, was, utilised, to, perform, an,
aerial,inspection,of,all,trees,contained,within,the,avenue,,and,the,findings,
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used, to, direct, the, short,, medium, and, long, term, management,
recommendations.$

2.7. The,findings,of,this,report,are,based,on,the,material,made,available,at,the,
time, of, inspection., No, past, architect's, drawings,, planning, applications,,
planning,consents,and,conditions,,or,drainage,plans,were,made,available.,
It, is,possible,that,the,contents,of,such,documents,may,directly,affect,the,
findings,and,recommendations,of,this,report.$

2.8. Soil,analysis,was,not,performed,for,the,purposes,of,this,investigation,and,
no,samples,were,taken,for,laboratory,analysis.$

2.9. The,roots,were,not,inspected,below,ground.$

3.0 OBSERVATIONS$

3.1. SITE$DESCRIPTION$

3.2. Refer, to, site, plan, [Appendix, Three]., The, trees, are, situated, in, different,
spatial, locations, along, the, main, driveway, into, Hazelwood, Park,, when,
accessed,from,Davenport,Terrace.,The,trees,are, located,on,both,sides,of,
the,driveway,forming,an,avenue,effect.,

3.3. Hazelwood,Park,is,a,relatively,large,area,of,open,space,,which,contains,the,
Burnside, Swimming, Centre,, and, numerous, seating, areas, throughout, the,
park.,

3.4. The, local, tree, character, of, the, area, is, dominated, by, those, contained,
within,the,Hazelwood,Park,reserve,,which,includes,numerous,large,mature,
eucalypts,, and, smaller, native, species, trees,,which, are, evenly, distributed,
throughout,the,site.,,

3.5. The, trees, form, a, large, avenue,, planted, as, a, memorial, to, the, returned,
soldiers,,which,extends,from,the,car,park,area,on,the,northern,side,of,the,
park,south,to,the,Burnside,Swimming,Centre,in,the,central,section,of,the,
park.,

3.6. The, main, driveway, access, from, Davenport, Terrace, to, the, north, and,
extends, in, a, southern, direction, with, trees, located, on, the, eastern, and,
western,sides,of,the,drive.,

4.0 LEGISLATIVE$REQUIREMENTS$
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4.1. The, criteria, contained, within, section, 6A(1), of, the, Development,
Regulations, 1993,, declares, that, the, following, are, declared, to, constitute,
classes, of, regulated, trees, for, the, purposes, of, paragraph, (a), of, the,
definition,of,regulated,tree,in,section,4(1),of,the,Development,Act,,namely,
that,trees,within,the,designated,area,under,sub,regulation,(3),that,have,a,
trunk,with, a, circumference, of, 2,metres, or,more,measured, at, a, point, 1,
metre,above,natural,ground,level.,

4.2. Further,to,this,sub,regulation,6A(2)(A),identifies,“a,prescribed,criterion,for,
the, purposes, of, paragraph, (b), of, the, definition, of, "significant, tree", in,
section,4(1),of,the,Development,Act,1993,is,that,a,regulated,tree,under,sub,
regulation, (1),has,a, trunk,with,a, circumference,of,3,metres,or,more,when,
measured, at, a, point, 1.0,metre, above, natural, ground, level,, and, (sub,
regulation,(2)(b)),regulated,trees,under,sub,regulation,(1),that,are,within,
the,prescribed, criterion,under,paragraph, (a), are, taken, to,be, significant,
trees,for,the,purposes,of,the,Act.,

4.3. A,total,of,16,trees,subject,of,this,report,would,fulfil,regulation,6A(1),and,
could, be, deemed, to, be, regulated, trees., A, further, 19, trees,would, fulfil,
the, requirements, of, regulation, 6A(2)(a), &, (b), having, circumferences,
greater, than, 3, metres, and, identified, as, significant, trees., Two, further,
trees,had,circumferences, less, than,2,metres,and,as,such,are,outside,of,
the,controls,of,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,

4.4. Regulation, 6A(8), makes, provisions, to, undertake, pruning, that, meets,
certain, criteria, without, the, need, to, obtain, development, consent,, and,
identifies,“, for! the!purposes!of! the!definition!of! tree!damaging!activity! in!
section!4(1)!f!the!Act,!Pruning!–!!

(a) that!does!not!remove!more!than!30%!of!the!crown!of!a!tree:!and!

(b) that!is!required!to!remove!–!!

(i) dead!or!diseased!wood;!or!

(ii) branches!that!pose!a!material!risk!to!a!building;!or!

(iii) branches!to!a!tree!that!is!located!in!an!area!frequently!used!
by! people! and! the! branches! pose! a! material! risk! to! such!
people,!

is!excluded!from!the!ambit!of!that!definition”.,
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4.5. The, majority, of, the, work, identified, in, the, recommendations, is, for, the,
removal, of, dead, wood,, tree, removal, and, veteran, tree, management,
pruning, to, reduce, the, large,over\extended,branches, that, are, considered,
to,form,a,material,risk,to,users,of,the,park.,

4.6. Trees, that, are, identified, as, regulated, (with, a, stem, circumference, of, 2,
metres,or,more),or,significant,(with,a,stem,circumference,of,3,metres,or,
more),require,development,consent,,and,therefore,require,approval,from,
the,appropriate,authority,prior, to,undertaking,any,works,,other,than,the,
removal,of,deadwood,,or,long,over,extended,branches,that,are,supporting,
defects, to, their, structure, and, are, considered, to, form, a, material, risk,
specified,within,the,recommendations.,

4.7. Trees, numbered, T7, and, T8, have, been, identified, for, removal., Tree, 7, is,
covered, by, the, Development, Act, and, Development, Regulations, and, as,
such,requires,consent,prior,to,its,removal.,

$
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 1 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   3.04  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,is,showing,good,overall,taper.,Wounds,on,the,main,stem,from,past,pruning.,Poor,framework,of,

scaffold,branches,that,are,poorly,formed,and,twisted.,
Canopy Small,poorly,formed,canopy,showing,suppression,from,adjacent,tree,to,the,south.,Good,foliage,density.,Minor,canopy,dieback,

in,the,upper,canopy.,Evidence,of,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout,the,canopy.,

Aerial,Inspection, Lower, scaffold, branch, unions, showing, minor, bird, damage., Upper, scaffold, branch, unions, have, major, bird, damage, with,
associated, cambial, dieback., There, is, a, large,wound, on, the, northern, side, of, the, stem, in, the, upper, canopy, from, a, previous,
failure.,There,is,epicormic,growth,on,the,majority,of,the,upper,scaffold,branches,as,a,result,of,previous,failures.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,central,leader,back,to,the,large,wound,on,the,northern,side,of,the,stem,(upper,canopy).,Reduce,
upper,scaffold,branch,on,the,south,west,by,5%.,All,works,to,be,undertaken,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,when,viewed,from,the,west,being,compact,and,
upright.,

,

,
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,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,in,the,upper,canopy,from,a,previous,large,diameter,branch,failure,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,major,bird,damage,and,cambial,dieback,on,the,upper,surface,of,the,scaffold,branches,in,the,upper,canopy,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 2 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.11  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing,poor,shape,and, form.,The, tree, is, classified,as, regulated, in, line,with, the,Development,Act,and,Development,

Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,has,a,large,open,wound,on,the,eastern,side,of,the,tree.,There,is,a,further,large,wound,on,the,

northern,side,of,the,stem,at,6,metres.,Stem,divides,at,8,metres,to,form,two,upright,leaders,,both,of,which,are,showing,poor,
shape,and,form.,

Canopy Poorly, formed, canopy, showing,major, bias, to, the,west, having, long, over, extended, branches,with, heavy, foliage, end,weight.,
Relatively,sparse,and,open,with,poor,foliage,density.,Evidence,of,canopy,branch,tip,dieback.,

Aerial,Inspection, Two,main,leader, in,a,north,east/south,west,orientation.,The,south,western,leader,has,all, lower,unions,showing,signs,of,bird,
damage.,The,point,at,which,this,leader,divides,in,an,east/west,orientation,there,is,major,bird,damage.,Major,wound,is,evident,
on, the,north, that, is, showing, signs,of,borer, activity,with,a, crossing,and, rubbing,branch.,All, the, scaffold,branches,above, the,
damaged,section.,The,north,western, leader, is, showing,good,overall, structure,with,only,minimal,bird,damage,evident, in, the,
unions.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,south,western,leader,by,a,maximum,of,10%,and,prune,to,reduce,the,north,eastern,leader,by,
a,maximum,of,5%.,All,works,to,be,undertaken,in,accordance,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,and,upright,structure,forming,two,
main,leaders,,with,all,foliage,in,the,upper,canopy.,

,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,crossing,branch,on,the,south,western,leader,,and,the,evidence,of,borer,activity,,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,bird,damage,and,cambial,dieback,in,the,union,of,the,north,eastern,leader,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 3 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   2.65  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing,poor,shape,and, form.,The, tree, is, classified,as, regulated, in, line,with, the,Development,Act,and,Development,

Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Large,basal,wound,on,the,north,eastern,side,of,the,stem,,which,extends,from,

ground,level,to,3,metres,up,the,main,stem,,wound,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,has,developed,,a,poor,framework,of,poorly,formed,and,twisted,scaffold,branches.,Large,wound,on,

the,main,stem,at,8,metres, showing,evidence,of,cavitation,with,bees,present.,Further,wounds,at,10,and,12,metres, showing,
reasonable,woundwood,formation.,,

Canopy Small,poorly,formed,canopy,with,long,over,extended,braches,on,the,western,side,of,the,tree,showing,heavy,foliage,end,weight.,
Reasonable,foliage,density,,asymmetrical,in,shape,due,to,the,adjoining,trees,with,major,bias,to,the,west.,

Aerial,Inspection, There,are,three,large,wounds,on,the,north,and,north,eastern,sides,of,the,main,stem,The,wound,on,the,northern,side,of,the,
stem,is,showing,major,hollowing,with,cavity,extending,to,the,30%,safety,margin.,The,lowest,wound,has,evidence,of,hollowing,
with,bee,activity.,The,third,wound,is,showing,good,overall,occlusion.,There,is,a,further,large,wound,in,the,main,union,in,the,
upper,canopy,with,major,hollowing,,which,extends,through,the,union,into,the,stem,and,branch.,The,second,scaffold,branch,on,
the,south,western,side,of,the,stem,has,a,major,wound,in,the,union,which,extends,into,the,stem,with,extensive,hollowing.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,upper,canopy,structure,to,a,point,below,the,union,with,large,wound,and,extensive,cavity.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,an,asymmetrical,canopy,shape,and,form,with,
bias,to,the,west.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,cavity,on,the,northern,side,of,the,stem,,also,shows,extensive,hollowing,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,upper,wound,from,a,previously,failed,branch,,showing,good,woundwood,formation,and,occlusion.,

$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,in,the,upper,canopy,which,has,major,hollowing,that,extends,into,the,stem,and,branch,,and,is,the,point,to,
which,the,leader,should,be,reduced.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,lower,wound,on,the,main,stem,showing,good,overall,occlusion,,and,is,the,wound,in,which,bees,are,active.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 4 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 22   2.17  Medium,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,relatively,poor,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,

line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen,with, a, large, basal,wound,on, the,western, side, of, the, stem,,which, is, showing, excellent, occlusion.,

Single,stemmed,to,6,metres,where, it,divides,to,form,two,main, leaders, in,a,north,east/south,west,orientation,,both,showing,
poor, shape, and, form., The, north, eastern, leader, grows, over, to, the, north, showing, poor, shape, and, form., The, south,western,
leader,grows,over,to,the,west,being,long,and,over,extended.,

Canopy Small,poorly,formed,canopy,showing,suppression,from,adjacent,trees,giving, it,a,major,asymmetrical,form,with,major,bias,to,
the,west.,Epicormic,growth,evidence,Reasonable, foliage,density.,Minor,branch, tip,dieback, in, the,upper,canopy.,Evidence,of,
past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Small, asymmetrical, canopy,with, long, over, extended,branches, to, the,west.,Divides, at, 7,metres, in, an, east/west, orientation.,
Eastern,scaffold,has,small,wounds,on,upper,branch,surfaces,,but,are,showing,good,woundwood,formation,with,no,hollowing,
apparent.,

Works,Required Short,term,\,Undertake,an,aerial,inspection.,COMPLETED,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,formed,due,to,suppression,
from,the,large,adjacent,trees.,

,

$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,wounds,on,the,western,leader,showing,good,occlusion.,
,

 $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 5 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.62  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,divides,to,form,a,reasonable,arrangement,of,large,diameter,scaffold,branches.,Lowest,scaffold,

branch,on, the,west, is, long,and,over,extended,with,minor,branch,tip,dieback.,Two, large,diameter,broken,stubs,and,wounds,
from,previously,failed,scaffold,branches,

Canopy Small,poorly,formed,canopy,showing,suppression,from,adjacent,trees,giving, it,a,major,asymmetrical,form,with,major,bias,to,
the,west.,Reasonable,foliage,density.,Minor,branch,tip,dieback, in,the,upper,canopy.,Evidence,of,past,branch,failures, leaving,
small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Large,wound, on, the,western, side, of, the, stem, at, 9,metres, from, previous, branch, failure,,with, evidence, of, hollowing., Small,
wound,on,the,north,at,8.5,metres,showing,good,occlusion,and,minor,hollowing,that,extends,up,main,stem,and,connects,with,
wound,at,9,metres.,Small,amount,of,bird,damage,in,broken,stub,on,the,north.,,Main,stem,divides,to,form,three,main,scaffolds,
with,major,bird,damage,in,the,union,on,the,west.,The,large,scaffold,branch,on,the,south,has,major,damage,in,the,union,with,
decay,, borers, and, hollowing, with, longitudinal, cracks, in, the, exposed, heartwood.,Minor, damage, and, weeping, in, the, upper,
lateral,braches,on,the,northern,scaffold,branch.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,canopy,structure,by,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,good,
epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wounds,at,9,metres,and,8.5,metres,in,the,upper,canopy,from,a,previous,large,diameter,branch,failure,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,major,bird,damage,and,cambial,dieback,in,the,union,of,the,western,leader.,

$
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,southern,scaffold,branch,and,shows,the,extensive,borer,activity,and,longitudinal,cracks,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,minor,damage,and,kino,weeping,form,the,wounds,on,the,upper,lateral,branches.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 6 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 28   2.82  Medium,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,relatively,poor,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,

line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,2,metres,where,the,first,scaffold,branch,emerge,from,the,north,east,,being,poorly,

formed,having,evidence,of,a,previous,large,diameter,failure.,A,further,large,scaffold,emerges,from,the,north,at,4,metres,having,
a,large,wound,in,the,main,union,,relatively,small,having,previously,failed,with,epicormic,growth.,Further,scaffold,branch,on,the,
south,at,7,metres,has,also,previously,failed,leaving,a,large,broken,stub.,.,

Canopy Small, poorly, formed, canopy, Epicormic, growth, evident., Reasonable, foliage, density., Minor, branch, tip, dieback, in, the, upper,
canopy.,Evidence,of,numerous,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,main,union,in,the,upper,canopy,has,a,small,pruning,wound,with,poor,woundwood,formation,and,occlusion.,There, is,no,
evidence,of,decay,or,hollowing,within,the,wound.,

Works,Required Short,term,\,Undertake,an,aerial,inspection.,COMPLETED,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,as,part,of,the,normal,risk,assessment,framework.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,and,upright,canopy., ,
$
$
$
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,pruning,wound,in,the,upper,canopy,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,
,

$
 $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 7 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 12   2.42  Medium,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing,exceptionally,poor, shape,and, form.,The, tree, is, classified,as, regulated, in, line,with, the,Development,Act,and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Poor,basal,flare,and,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that,has,previously, failed,at, approximately,7,metres, leaving,a, large,broken, stem., ,Major, cambial,

dieback,on,main,stem,,which,extends,to,approximately,80%,of,the,total,stem,circumference.,Only,one,branch,evident,within,
the,trees,structure,,which,forms,the,entire,canopy.,

Canopy Canopy,formed,from,a,single,epicormic,shoot,that,has,matured,and,supports,a,small,arrangement,of,lateral,branches.,,

Aerial,Inspection, Poor,quality,trees,that,has,previously,failed.,Canopy,formed,from,epicormic,growth,emanating,from,just,below,failure,point.,
Works,Required Short,term,–,Remove,tree,and,grind,stump,

, , Medium,term,–,Implement,ongoing,maintenance,regime,to,ensure,satisfactory,establishment.$

, , Long,term,–,Formative,prune,to,ensure,appropriate,framework,of,branches,is,established.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,with,a,canopy,formed,
from,epicormic,growth.,

,

$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,having,failed,some,time,in,the,past.,
,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 8 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 12   1.91  Medium,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,exceptionally,poor,shape,and,form.,
Roots,and,Butt Poor,basal,flare,and,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,is,showing,extensive,stem,wounding,that,extends,from,ground,level,to,the,first,scaffold,branch,

at,3,metres.,Poorly, formed,scaffold,branching,system,with,evidence,of,numerous, failure.,Numerous,wounds,on,upper, stem,
from,past,branch,failures.,Poorly,formed,and,twisted,branches,with,minor,epicormic,growth.,

Canopy Canopy,of,poor,shape,and,form,minimal,foliage,density,with,a,poor,arrangement,of,lateral,branches.,

Aerial,Inspection, Poor,quality,trees,that,has,previously,failed.,Canopy,formed,from,epicormic,growth,emanating,from,just,below,failure,point.,
Works,Required Short,term,–,Remove,tree,and,grind,stump,

, , Medium,term,–,Implement,ongoing,maintenance,regime,to,ensure,satisfactory,establishment.$

, , Long,term,–,Formative,prune,to,ensure,appropriate,framework,of,branches,is,established.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,with,only,minimal,live,
canopy,structure,visible.,

,

$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,having,failed,some,time,in,the,past.,
,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 9 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.54  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,6,metres,where,it,divides,to,form,a,reasonable,arrangement,of,generally,upright,

scaffold,branches,,the,majority,of,which,grow,over,to,the,north,,being, long,and,over,extension.,Evidence,of,numerous,small,
diameter,branch,failures,leaving,small,wounds,and,broken,stubs.,,

Canopy Large, poorly, formed, canopy, showing, major, asymmetry, with, bias, to, the, north, and, north, west., Good, foliage, density, with,
epicormic,growth,evident,on,all,scaffold,branches,and,main,leaders.,Minor,branch,tip,dieback,in,the,upper,canopy.,Evidence,of,
numerous,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Major,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Main,union,at,8,metres,showing,good,attachment,,with,no,signs,of,defect.,,Large,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,west,at,4,metres,
divides,at,10,metres,,where,there,is,a,large,cavity,with,an,active,bee,colony,and,is,showing,extensive,hollowing.,Main,central,
leader,divides,at,18,metres,to,form,two,large,scaffold,branches.,There,is,a,large,wound,in,the,main,union,with,major,hollowing,,
which,extends,down,the,leader,and,into,the,scaffold,branches.,Hollowing,extends,to,approximately,60%,of,the,total,radius,of,
the,stem,and,close,to,the,limits,of,the,safety,factor.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,upper,canopy,by,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,generally,upright,shape,and,form,with,a,
asymmetrical,canopy,structure.,

,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,cavity,in,the,main,branch,union,at,8,metres.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,extensive,hollowing,within,the,main,scaffold,branch,union,at,18,metres.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 10 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   3.4  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,relatively,poor,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,

line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, to, approximately,6,metres,where, it, divides, to, form, two,main, leaders, in, a,north,west/south,east,

orientation.,Both,leaders,are,upright,in,form.,The,north,western,leader,has,a,large,scaffold,branch,close,to,the,union,which,is,
long,and,over,extended,to,the,west.,The,leader,extends,to,15,metres,where,it,divides,to,form,two,large,scaffold,braches,both,
showing,evidence,of,small,branch,failures,,and,over,extension,to,the,east.,The,south,eastern,leader,is,showing,poor,shape,and,
form,having,a, large,wound,on,the,southern,side,of,the,leader,showing,poor,occlusion.,Poor,framework,of,scaffold,branches,,
with,evidence,of,numerous,failures.,

Canopy Canopy, showing,major, asymmetry., Epicormic, growth, evident., Reasonable, foliage, density., Minor, branch, tip, dieback, in, the,
upper,canopy.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,main, stem, divides, at, 4, metres, in, a, north/south, orientation,, there, is, a, large, cavity, in, the, union, that, is, showing, good,
woundwood,formation,and,occlusion.,The,southern, leader,has,a,small,wound,on, its,eastern,side,that,has,developed,a,small,
cavity,that,is,well,compartmentalised.,There,is,a,small,branch,on,the,western,side,of,the,leader,that,has,a,small,cavity,showing,
good,occlusion.,There,is,a,large,area,of,cambial,dieback,on,the,southern,side,of,the,leader,that,is,showing,poor,occlusion.,The,
remainder,of,the,leader,appeared,sound,at,the,time,of,inspection.,The,northern,leader,divides,to,form,two,scaffold,branches,in,
an,east/west,orientation,,evidence,of,bird,damage,in,the,smaller,lateral,branching,structure.,

Works,Required Short, term,–, Prune, to, reduce, the, southern, leader, by, a,maximum,of, 10%, in, line,with, veteran, tree,management, principles.,
Prune,to,reduce,secondary,scaffolds,on,the,eastern,side,of,the,northern,leader,by,10%.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,poorly,formed,and,asymmetrical,canopy., ,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,pruning,wound,on,the,eastern,side,of,the,southern,leader,with,a,small,cavity,above,the,wound.,
,

,
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Photograph,showing,wound,on,the,western,side,of,the,southern,leader,having,a,small,cavity,above,the,pruning,wound.,
$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,area,of,cambial,dieback,on,the,southern,leader.,

$
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 11 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.95  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,reasonable,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,

line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,5,metres,where,the,first,scaffold,branches,emerge.,The,scaffold,branch,on,the,west,

is,long,and,over,extended,with,heavy,foliage,end,weight,,and,epicormic,growth.,,The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,west,is,
also, long,and,over,extended,with,heavy, foliage,end,weight.,The, remainder,of, the, stem, is, generally,upright,being, forming,a,
compact,framework,of,scaffold,and,lateral,branches.,Evidence,of,numerous,branch,failures.,

Canopy Relatively,large,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,west.,Reasonable,foliage,density.,Minor,branch,tip,dieback,in,the,upper,
canopy.,Evidence,of,numerous,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, First,scaffold,on,the,west,at,7,metres,is,long,and,over,extended,,with,a,wound,on,its,northern,side,at,5,metres,showing,good,
occlusion,,major,foliage,end,weight.,The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,southern,side,of,the,main,leader,has,a,large,wound,in,the,
main,union,with,a,small,cavity.,Leader,divides,to,form,two,main,scaffolds,in,an,east/west,orientation,,with,a,small,cavity,in,the,
union.,There,is,minor,bird,damage,in,all,the,scaffold,unions,in,the,upper,canopy.,Large,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,west,is,long,
and,over,extended,with,bird,damage,in,unions.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,reasonable,shape,and,form., ,
$
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,cavity,in,the,main,union,of,the,southern,scaffold,branch.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,cavity,in,the,main,stem,union.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 12 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 28   2.96  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, exceptionally, poor, shape, and, form, due, to, suppression, from, the, adjoining, trees., The, tree, is, classified, as,

regulated,in,line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good, basal, flare., Good, buttress, root, formation., Large, basal, wound, on, south, western, side, of, the, stem,, showing, good,

woundwood,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,4,metres,where,there,is,a,large,wound,from,a,previous,failure,showing,excellent,

occlusion., ,Leader,develops,a,poor, framework,of, twisted,scaffold,branches.,Leader,extends, to,12,metres,where, it, turns,and,
grows, to, the, north, west., Large, wound, at, the, point, on, the, stem, where, it, turns, to, the, north, west., Good, occlusion, but,
longitudinal,cracks,in,the,exposed,heartwood.,,

Canopy Relatively,large,asymmetrical,canopy,that,supports,the,majority,of,the,canopy,structure,over,to,the,west,,with,all,foliage,at,the,
branch,extremities.,Good,overall,foliage,density,,with,minor,epicormic,growth,evident.,Minor,branch,tip,dieback,in,the,upper,
canopy.,Evidence,of,numerous,past,branch,failures.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Large,open,helical,wound,on,the,north,eastern,side,of,the,stem,at,10,metres,with,major, longitudinal,cracks,and,major,stem,
hollowing., , Further, large,wound, on, the,west, at, 8,metres,with,major, hollowing., The, cavity, extends, up, the,main, stem, and,
connect,with,the,wound,on,north,east.,Stem,extends,to,15,metre,to,a,large,wound,from,the,failure,of,one,of,the,main,leaders,
major,decay,and,hollowing,,The,remaining,leader,is,long,and,over,extended,past,the,wound.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,canopy,structure,to,a,point,below,the,large,wound,to,the,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,south,in,
line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,with,numerous,large,
open,wounds,visible,on,the,main,stem.,

,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,helical,wound,on,the,main,leader,and,shows,the,extensive,decay,,longitudinal,cracks,and,
stem,hollowing.,
,

$
$
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,western,side,of,the,leader,having,a,large,open,wound,with,visible,cavity.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,at,the,point,at,which,the,leader,has,previously,failed.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 13 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 28   2.95  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, relatively, poor, shape, and, form, due, to, past, failures., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the,

Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,has,produced,major,epicormic,growth,from,along,the,entire,stem.,,The,tree,has,previously,failed,

at,approximately,15,metres,where,it,then,turns,and,grows,over,to,the,west.,There,is,evidence,of,further,small,diameter,branch,
failures,throughout,the,tree.,

Canopy Small,compact,canopy,the,majority,of,which,is,formed,from,epicormic,growth.,Good,foliage,density.,Minor,branch,tip,dieback,
in,the,upper,canopy.,Evidence,of,numerous,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Large,wound,on,the,south,eastern,side,of,the,stem,at,9,metres,from,a,previous,branch,failure,,which,is,approximately,3,metres,
long.,There,is,a,further,wound,on,the,east,at,15,metres,that,is,showing,major,hollowing,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Reduce,canopy,structure,by,15%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,good,
epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,

$
$
$
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,south,eastern,side,of,the,stem,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,,
,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,point,at,which,the,leader,has,previously,failed,leaving,a,large,broken,stub.,
,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 14 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 26   3.06  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,line,with,

the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,6,metres,where,it,divides,to,form,two,leaders,in,an,east/west,orientation.,There,is,

a, large,wound, in, the,main,union, showing,good,occlusion.,The,western, leader,grows, to, the,north,west,having,exceptionally,
poor,shape,and,form,with,evidence,of,numerous,branch,failures.,Long,over,extended,with,heavy,foliage,end,weight.,Numerous,
cavities,with,evidence,of,bee,activity., The,eastern, leader, grows, to, the,east, showing,poor, shape,and, form., Large,wound,on,
northern,side,of,the,leader,from,a,previous,branch,failure,,which,is,showing,signs,of,cavity,formation,with,bee,active.,

Canopy Relatively, large, asymmetrical, canopy, of, poor, shape, and, form., Reasonable, foliage, density.,Minor, branch, tip, dieback, in, the,
upper,canopy.,Evidence,of,numerous,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,south,east,at,7,metres,is,long,and,over,extended,being,poorly,formed,and,twisted,,there,is,a,
wound,on, the,northern, side,of, the,branch,at,3,metres, that, is,approximately,1.5,metres, long,with,an,active,bee,colony,and,
extensive, hollowing., There, is, a, further, wound, of, a, scaffold, branch,with, the, resulting, side, lateral, taking, apical, dominance.,
Evidence, of, hollowing, at, the, failure, point., There, is, a, large,wound,on, the,main, union, of, the, first, scaffold, branch,with, poor,
woundwood,formation.,Small,dead,fruiting,body,evident,on,the,wound.,Large,longitudinal,cracks,with,hollowing,on,the,upper,
branch,surface.,Mai,leader,at,3,metres,from,union,has,a,large,dead,stub,with,hollowing,and,an,active,bee,colony.,

Works,Required Short, term, –, Prune, to, reduce, the, structure, of, the, leader, by, a, maximum, of, 15%, in, line, with, veteran, tree, management,
principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,heavily,suppressed,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form., ,
$
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,southern,scaffold,branch,and,shows,the,extensive,nature,of,the,wound.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,point,at,which,the,scaffold,branch,failed,leaving,a,large,cavity,at,the,failure,point.,

$
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,in,the,main,union,of,the,first,scaffold,branch.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,point,of,failure,of,the,large,scaffold,branch,from,the,main,leader,and,the,small,cavity,above,the,wound,with,bee,
activity.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 15 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   3.44  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,reasonable,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,

line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,,which,grows,on,a,slight,lean,of,10,degrees,to,the,north,west.,The,stem,divides,at,approximately,6,

metres,to,form,two,main, leaders, in,a,north,east/south,west,orientation.,The,south,western, leader, is,poorly, formed,dividing,
immediately,in,a,north,south,orientation.,The,northern,scaffold,has,previously,failed,leaving,a,large,stub.,Remainder,of,leader,
is, poorly, formed, and, twisted, with, evidence, of, numerous, small, diameter, failures., The, north, eastern, leader, is, showing,
exceptionally,poor,shape,and,form,having,numerous,wounds,on,the,upper,surface,from,previous,failures.,This,divides,8,metres,
from,the,union,showing,poorly,formed,and,twisted,in,form.,All,foliage,at,branch,extremities,

Canopy Relatively,large,asymmetrical,canopy,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjacent,trees.,Reasonable,foliage,density.,Minor,branch,tip,
dieback, in, the, upper, canopy., Evidence, of, numerous, past, branch, failures, leaving, small, broken, stubs., Minor, deadwood,
throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, There, is, evidence, of, bird, damage, in, all, upper, scaffold, branch, unions., Single, stem, then, two,main, leaders, in, a, north/south,
orientation.,The,northern,leader,has,a,large,wound,on,the,north,west,at,7,metres,from,the,union.,There,are,further,wounds,on,
the,south,and,east,at,5,metres,from,the,union,that,are,showing,evidence,of,hollowing,with,a,column,of,decay,extending,up,the,
stem.,The,southern,leader,has,a,wound,just,above,the,main,stem,union,with,a,large,broken,stub.,There,is,a,small,wound,at,15,
metres,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good,and,instigate,a,further,5%,reduction,if,deemed,
appropriate.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,
reasonable,foliage,density,

,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,north,western,side,of,the,leader,at,7,metres,with,evidence,of,hollowing.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,major,wound,on,the,north,western,leader,showing,major,hollowing,and,reasonable,woundwood,formation.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 16 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   2.86  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,relatively,poor,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,

line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,grows,on,an,angle,of,10,degrees,from,vertical.,The,stem,divides,to,form,a,poor,framework,of,

scaffold, branches, the,majority, of, which, are, on, the,western, side, of, the, tree,, all, of, which, are, compact, in, form,with,minor,
epicormic,growth,with,evidence,of,a,few,past,failures.,Minimal,growth,of,the,eastern,side,of,the,tree,due,to,suppression.,,

Canopy Major,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,west.,Reasonable,foliage,density.,Epicormic,growth,on,all,scaffold,branches.,Minor,
branch, tip, dieback, in, the, upper, canopy., Evidence, of, numerous, past, branch, failures, leaving, small, broken, stubs., Minor,
deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, All,appeared,sound,at,the,time,of, inspection,,only,minor,bird,damage,with,evidence,of,good,reaction,wood,formation,on,all,
scaffold,branches,in,the,upper,canopy.,,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,by,5%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,major,
asymmetry,to,the,east.,

,

$
$
$
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,minor,bird,damage,in,the,upper,scaffold,branches,,with,good,woundwood,formation.,
,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 17 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.93  Medium,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, divides, to, form, a, poor, arrangement, of, relatively, upright, scaffold, branches,, which, form, a,

reasonable,framework,of,secondary,scaffold,branches,the,majority,of,which,grow,over,to,the,west.,,Evidence,of,a,few,wounds,
in,the,main,branch,unions.,The,scaffold,branches,support,mature,epicormic,growth.,

Canopy Major,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,west.,Long,over,extended,branches,to,the,west.,Reasonable,foliage,density.,Minor,
branch, tip, dieback, in, the, upper, canopy., Evidence, of, numerous, past, branch, failures, leaving, small, broken, stubs., Minor,
deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,main,stem,divides,at,9,metres,to,form,two,scaffold,branches,in,an,eat/west,orientation,with,a,further,small,scaffold,branch,
on,southern,side,of,union.,The,eastern,scaffold,branch,has,burls,with,a,few,broken,stubs,with,good,woundwood,formation.,The,
western,scaffold,is,showing,reasonable,shape,and,form,with,no,evidence,of,defect,at,the,time,of,inspection.,The,small,scaffold,
on,the,south,has,a,small,wound,at,the,union.,

Works,Required Short,term,\,Undertake,an,aerial,inspection.,COMPLETED,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,as,part,of,the,normal,risk,assessment,framework.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,reasonable,
shape,and,form.,,

,

$
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,small,wound,on,the,southern,scaffold,branch.,
,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 18 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.10  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,line,with,

the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,5,metres,where, it,divides,to, form,two,main, leaders, in,an,east/west,orientation.,

The,eastern, leader, is,upright, for,10,metres,where, it,divides, to, form,two,scaffold,branches, in,a,north/south,orientation,, the,
southern, scaffold, has, previously, failed, leaving, a, large, stub, the, remaining, scaffold, develops, a, poor, arrangement, of, lateral,
branches.,The,western,leader,grows,to,the,west,at,15,degrees,from,vertical,showing,signs,of,past,branch,failures.,The,leader,
divides,at,9,metres,in,a,north/south,orientation,,both,of,which,grow,over,to,the,west,being,long,and,over,extended,with,heavy,
foliage,end,weight.,

Canopy Relatively,small,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias, to, the,west.,Good, foliage,density.,Epicormic,growth,on,all, scaffold,branches.,
Evidence,of,numerous,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Single,stemmed,specimen,to,5,metres,where,it,divides,to,form,two,main,leaders,in,an,east/west,orientation,,which,has,a,small,
water, filled,cavity, in, the,union,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,The,eastern, leader, is, long,and,over,extended,showing,
evidence,of,past,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,The,western,leader,is,upright,in,form,divides,at,8,metres,from,union,in,a,
north/south,orientation,both,of,which,have,evidence,of,past,failures,leaving,small,stubs.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,eastern,leader,by,10%,and,the,western,leader,by,5%,,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,
principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,good,
epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,water,filled,cavity,in,the,main,stem,union.,
,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 19 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 28   2.60  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, exceptionally, poor, shape, and, form, due, to, suppression, from, the, adjoining, trees., The, tree, is, classified, as,

regulated,in,line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,grows,on,an,angle,of,15,degrees,from,vertical,to,the,north,west.,The,first,scaffold,branch,at,12,

metres,on,the,north,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,having,previously,failed.,The,main,stem,turns,to,the,south,and,then,over,
to,the,west.,The,main,stem,develops,a,poor,framework,of,scaffold,and,lateral,branches.,Long,over,extended,branches,on,the,
western,side,of,the,tree,

Canopy Small, canopy,of,poor, shape,and, form,being,heavily, suppressed,by, the,adjoining, trees.,Major, canopy,bias, to, the,west,,with,
minimal,foliage,density,apparent.,Minor,branch,tip,dieback,in,the,upper,canopy.,

Aerial,Inspection, Single,stemmed,specimen,that,is,poorly,formed,and,twisted,with,small,crossing,and,rubbing,branch,on,the,east.,Upper,third,of,
the, leader,has,numerous,small,diameter, failures, leaving,small,broken,stubs,with,good,woundwood,formation,and,epicormic,
growth,on,remaining,branching,structure.,Main,leader,over,extended.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,main,leader,by,a,maximum,of,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,with,a,long,and,over,
extended,main,leader.,

,

$
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,points,of,previous,branch,failures,and,the,newly,formed,epicormic,growth.,
,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 20 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 26   3.25  Very,High,
General,Comment Tree,is,exhibiting,reasonable,shape,and,form.,Tree,has,been,pruned,in,the,past.,Poor,quality,pruning,cuts.,Minor,bird,activity,in,

the,upper,canopy,unions.,The,tree,is,classified,as,significant,in,line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, divides, to, form, a, reasonable, framework, of, scaffold, branches., Evidence, of, a, large, diameter,

branch, failure, from, the,main, stem,at, approximately, 15,metres,,with, further, large, scaffold, branch, failures, in, the, lower, and,
upper,canopy.,

Canopy Large,wide,spreading,canopy,of,reasonable,shape,and,form.,Large,over,extended,branches.,Minor,epicormic,growth,on,main,
scaffold,and,lateral,branches.,Good,foliage,density.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,at,7,metres,has,previously,failed,at,5,metres,from,the,union,leaving,a,large,lateral,branch,
to,assume,dominance,with,a, large,wound,at,point,of,attachment,and,evidence,of,hollowing.,There, is,a, large,wound,on, the,
southern,side,of,the,main,stem,at,10,metres,,showing,longitudinal,cracks,in,the,exposed,heartwood,with,evidence,of,hollowing,
above,and,below,the,wound,extending,to,approximately,30%,of,the,stem,radius.,There, is,evidence,of, large,diameter,branch,
failures,from,the,northern,side,of,the,upper,scaffold,branches,leaving,large,wound,on,upper,and,lower,branch,surfaces.,

Works,Required Short,term,\,Prune,to,reduce,the,long,over,extended,lateral,branches,,with,an,emphasis,on,those,that,have,recently,shed,large,
diameter,branches.,Reduce,canopy,height,by,20%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,reasonable,shape,and,form,with,a,long,and,
over,extended,scaffold,branches.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,and,shows,the,extensive,hollowing,which,extends,down,the,
branch.,

,
Photograph,showing,the,minor,damage,on,the,underside,of,the,upper,scaffold,branches..,

$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,southern,side,of,the,main,leader,,having,extensive,hollowing,evident,above,and,
below,the,wound.,
,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 21 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 23   3.35  Low,
General,Comment Large,poorly, formed,tree.,The,tree, is,classified,as,regulated, in, line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,

Tree,has,been,pruned,in,the,past,and,had,extensive,canopy,reduction,undertaken,as,part,of,the,management,plan,developed,
for,the,Burnside,Swimming,Centre.,

Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Large,cracks,in,the,bitumen,surface,to,the,east,of,the,stem,,presumably,from,
root,action.,

Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,divides,to,form,2,main,leaders,in,a,NW/SE,orientation.,The,SE,leader,is,the,more,dominant,and,
is,growing,at,approximately,35,degrees,from,vertical,to,the,south,,and,is,poorly,formed,and,twisted.,There,are,large,wounds,on,
all,scaffold, limbs,from,past,pruning,and,large,diameter,failures.,NW,leader,has,divided,to,form,a,poor,framework,of,twisted,
scaffolds,that,has,lost,apical,dominance,some,time,in,the,past,,with,a,large,wound,in,the,main,scaffold,union.,

Canopy Large,wide,spreading,canopy,of,poor,shape,and,form.,Suppressed,shape,and,form,due,to,adjacent,trees.,Good,foliage,density.,
Evidence,of,major,limb,failures.,Epicormic,growth,on,main,scaffold,and,lateral,branches.,

Aerial,Inspection, No,aerial,inspection,was,undertaken,as,access,was,not,available,at,the,time,of,inspection.,However,,the,works,implemented,as,
part, of, the, Burnside, Swimming, Centre, tree, management, plan, has, completed, major, reduction, works, to, address, issues,
previously,identified,during,the,formulation,of,the,management,plan.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,No,works,currently,required.,

, , Medium,term,\,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess, level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,
,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,relatively,compact,canopy,structure,with,
good,epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,

$
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 22 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 27   3.4,  Low,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,good,shape,and,form.,Tree,has,been,pruned,in,the,past.,Poor,quality,pruning,cuts.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Surface,roots,visible,and,showing,minor,damage.,Water,main,installed,directly,

adjacent,to,the,southern,side,of,the,main,stem.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,divides,to,form,a,reasonable,framework,of,scaffold,branches.,Large,wound,on,main,stem.,Large,

diameter,leader,on,the,northern,side,of,the,tree,has,failed,some,time,in,the,past,leaving,a,large,wound,and,tear,that,extends,
for,approximately,6,metres,along,the,main,stem.,Leaning,stem,to,the,south,west.,Epicormic,growth,on,main,stem.,

Canopy Canopy,of, reasonable, shape, and, form., Large, over, extended,branches, to, the,west, that, support, the,majority, of, the, canopy.,
Large,diameter,failures,from,the,upper,canopy,leaving,large,open,wound.,Asymmetrical,canopy,shape,and,form,due,to,failure,
from,northern,side,of,tree.,

Aerial,Inspection, No,aerial,inspection,was,undertaken,as,access,was,not,available,at,the,time,of,inspection.,However,,the,works,implemented,as,
part, of, the, Burnside, Swimming, Centre, tree, management, plan, has, completed, major, reduction, works, to, address, issues,
previously,identified,during,the,formulation,of,the,management,plan,

Works,Required Short,term,–,No,works,currently,required.,

, , Medium,term,\,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess, level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,upright,canopy,structure,with,
good,epicormic,growth,formation.,

,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 23 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 28   2.76  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, to, that, divides, to, form, a, reasonable, framework, of, scaffold, branches., The, two, lowest, scaffold,

branches,on,the,south,east,have,previously,failed,leaving,large,stubs,with,major,epicormic,growth.,The,remainder,of,the,leader,
is,upright,in,form,,all,scaffold,branches,have,previously,been,reduced.,

Canopy Relatively, compact, canopy,with,bias, to, the,east, and, showing, reasonable, foliage,density.,Majority,of, canopy, is, formed, from,
epicormic,growth.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,terminal,section,of,the,main,leader,has,previously,failed,leaving,a,small,stub,with,mature,epicormic,growth.,The,scaffold,
branches,on,the,east,have,previously,been,reduced,which,has,stimulated,good,epicormic,growth,response.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,main,leader,by,a,maximum,of,5%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,good,
epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,

$
$
$
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,point,at,which,the,main,leader,has,previously,failed,leaving,a,small,stub,with,mature,epicormic,growth.,
,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 24 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   3.95  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Surface,roots,visible.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,7,metres,where, it,divides,to, form,two,main, leaders, in,an,east/west,orientation.,

Both,leaders,are,generally,upright,in,form.,The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,eastern,leader,has,previously,failed,leaving,a,large,
broken,stub,with,mature,epicormic,growth.,The,eastern,leader,forms,a,reasonable,framework,of,scaffold,and,lateral,branches,
all, showing, sings, of, previous, failures, and, past, pruning., The, branches, on, the, eastern, side, of, the, leader, are, long, and, over,
extended.,The,western,leader,shows,a,good,framework,of,branches,with,minor,wounding,on,the,under,surface,of,the,scaffolds,
with,evidence,of,a,few,small,failures.,

Canopy Relatively,large,canopy,of,reasonable,shape,and,form.,The,canopy,structure,has,previously,been,reduced,,which,has,stimulated,
epicormic,growth,on,the,scaffold,branches,,giving,it,good,overall,foliage,density.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,tree,divides,at,5.5,metres,in,a,north,east/south,west,orientation,showing,a,good,union.,The,main,upper,union,of,the,south,
western, leader, is, showing,major, damage,with, poor,woundwood, formation, having, a, large,water, filled, cavity., Both, scaffold,
branches,attached,to,the,union,are,showing,reasonable,shape,and,form,with,evidence,of,a,few,small,diameter,branch,failures.,
The,north,eastern, leader, is, showing,good,overall, structure,,having,a, long,over,extended, form,with,evidence,of,past,branch,
failures,and,minor,canopy,decline.,

Works,Required Short, term, –, Prune, to, reduce, the, upper, canopy, structure, by, a, maximum, of, 10%, in, line, with, veteran, tree, management,
principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,large,spreading,canopy,with,large,upright,
scaffold,branches.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,water,filled,wound,and,cavity,in,the,main,upper,canopy,union,on,the,south,western,leader,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,long,over,extended,nature,of,the,braches,in,the,north,eastern,section,of,the,canopy,and,demonstrates,the,epicormic,
re\growth,on,the,scaffold,and,lateral,branches.,
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 25 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 18   2.60  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,exceptionally,poor,shape,and,form,,due,to,suppression,form,the,adjacent,trees.,No,potential,to,develop,into,a,

specimen, worthy, of, retaining., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and, Development,
Regulations.,

Roots,and,Butt Poor,basal,flare,and,buttress,root,formation.,Large,basal,wound,on,the,western,side,of,the,stem,that,extends,from,ground,level,
to,approximately,4,metres,showing,major,internal,decay.,

Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,grows,over,to,the,west,at,an,angle,of,10,degrees,from,vertical.,There,is,evidence,of,numerous,
large, diameter, branch, failures, from, the, eastern, side, of, the, tree,, leaving, large, broken, stubs, with, epicormic, growth., The,
remainder,of,the,leader,has,been,heavily,pruned,contributing,to,its,poor,overall,shape,and,form.,,

Canopy Small,poorly,formed,canopy,,the,majority,of,which,is,formed,from,epicormic,growth,,giving,it,good,foliage,density.,

Aerial,Inspection, The, canopy, structure, associated, with, this, tree, is, small, and, poorly, formed, having, numerous, large, wounds, throughout, the,
branching,structure.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,poorly,formed,canopy,with,major,epicormic,
growth,forming,the,lower,canopy.,

,

$
$ $
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 26 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.03  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Surface,roots,visible,showing,minor,damage,on,upper,surface.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, divides, to, form, a, reasonable, framework, of, upright, scaffold, branches., Overall, branching,

structure, previously, reduced, leaving, small, pruning,wounds, throughout, the, eastern, branching, structure., The,main, leader, is,
generally,upright,dividing,at,12,metres,to,form,two,large,scaffold,branches,that,are,long,and,over,extended,with,heavy,foliage,
end,weight.,

Canopy Relatively,large,canopy,of,reasonable,shape,and,form.,The,canopy,structure,has,previously,been,reduced,,which,has,stimulated,
epicormic,growth,on,the,scaffold,branches,,giving,it,good,overall,foliage,density.,All,foliage,is,within,the,upper,third,of,the,tree.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,upper,canopy,has,suffered,a,few,small,diameter,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,A,few,of,the,scaffold,and,lateral,
branches, are, long, and, over, extended, with, heavy, foliage, end, weight., No, structural, defects, were, observed, at, the, time, of,
inspection.,,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,long,over,extended,branches,by,a,maximum,of,10%,in, line,with,veteran,tree,management,
principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,good,
epicormic,growth,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,

$
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 27 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 28   1.54  Medium,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,relatively,poor,shape,and,form,,being,heavily,suppressed,by,the,adjoining,trees.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, has, been, previously, reduced, to, remove, all, lower, scaffold, branches., , The, remaining, scaffold,

branches,are,relatively,small,and,upright,forming,a,small,poorly,formed,framework,of,branches.,The,main,leader,has,previously,
failed,leaving,a,large,stub,with,a,tear,down,the,remaining,leader.,

Canopy Relatively,small,compact,canopy,of,poor,shape,and, form.,The,branching,structure, is, relatively,small,which,supports,minimal,
foliage,density.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,tree,has,previously,lost,the,main,leader,leaving,a,large,broken,stub,with,numerous,matured,epicormic,shoots,forming,the,
upper,canopy.,There,is,evidence,of,numerous,small,diameter,branch,failures,throughout,the,canopy,and,stem,structure,leaving,
small,broken,stubs,and,wounds.,The,tree,is,a,small,poorly,formed,specimen,that,has,minimal,canopy,structure.,

Works,Required Short,term,\,Undertake,an,aerial,inspection.,COMPLETED,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,as,part,of,the,normal,risk,assessment,framework.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,small,compact,canopy,structure,with,
epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,

$
$
$
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,point,at,which,the,main,leader,has,previously,failed,,and,demonstrates,the,epicormic,growth,that,currently,forms,the,
upper,canopy.,
,

$
$ $
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 28 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   3.32  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, develops, a, good, arrangement, of, large, diameter, scaffold, branches, all, of, which, are, evenly,

distributed,along,the,main, leader.,There, is,evidence,of, large,diameter,scaffold,branch,failures, from,the,southern,side,of, the,
main, stem,,which, have, left, large,wounds., The, scaffold, branches, have,previously, been,pruned, to, reduce, the,overall, branch,
spread.,There,is,epicormic,growth,on,all,scaffold,branches.,

Canopy Relatively,large,and,wide,spreading,but,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,east.,Good,foliage,density.,Epicormic,growth,on,
all,scaffold,branches.,Evidence,of,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,tree,has,large,wounds,on,the,lower,south,eastern,section,of,the,stem,from,previously,failed,scaffold,branches,,which,are,
showing,good,woundwood, formation., The, lower, scaffold,branches,have,previously, failed, leaving, large, stubs,with,epicormic,
growth.,The,stem,divides,at,10,metres,in,a,north/south,orientation.,There,is,a,large,wound,in,the,main,union,,with,a,further,
large,wound,on, the, southern, leader., All, the, upper, scaffold, branches, have, previously, failed, leaving, large, broken, stubs,with,
epicormic,growth,,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,a,maximum,of,15,%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,reasonable,shape,and,form,with,a,dense,
canopy,of,foliage.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,previously,failed,lower,scaffold,that,has,previously,failed,,having,epicormic,growth,emanating,from,the,branch,
extremities.,

,
Photograph,showing,the,damage,to,the,northern,and,southern,leaders,in,the,upper,canopy.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 29 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   3.23  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, develops, a, good, arrangement, of, small, diameter, scaffold, branches, all, of, which, are, evenly,

distributed,along,the,main,leader.,There,is,evidence,of,numerous,scaffold,branch,failures,from,the,upper,tree,section,,which,
have,left,small,wounds.,The,scaffold,branches,have,previously,been,pruned,to,reduce,the,overall,branch,spread,resulting,in,the,
production,of,epicormic,growth.,

Canopy Relatively,compact,but,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,east,with,long,over,extended,branches,that,support,heavy,foliage,
end,weight.,Reasonable,foliage,density.,The,majority,of,the,lower,canopy,section,is,formed,from,epicormic,growth.,Evidence,of,
past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,tree,is,a,single,stemmed,specimen,that,has,large,wounds,on,the,eastern,side,of,the,stem,from,previous,branch,removals,,
all,of,which,are,showing,good,woundwood, formation,The, first, scaffold,branch,on, the,north,east, is, small,and,poorly, formed,
having,a,major,wound,on,the,upper,branch,surface.,There,are,long,over,extended,scaffold,branches,on,the,western,side,of,the,
canopy,that,are,supporting,epicormic,growth,along,their,length.,All,canopy,unions,were,showing,no,signs,of,defect,at,the,time,
of,inspection.,

Works,Required Short, term, –, Prune, to, reduce, the, long, over, extended, branches, by, a, maximum, of, 20%, and, reduce, the, remaining, canopy,
structure,by,a,maximum,of,5%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,that,I,heavily,
suppressed,by,the,adjoining,trees.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,wounds,on,the,upper,branch,surface,of,the,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,east.,
,

$
$ $
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 30 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 33   3.41  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Large,surface,roots,visible,with,minor,damage,on,their,upper,surface.,,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, develops, a, poor, arrangement, of, large, diameter, scaffold, branches, all, of, which, are, evenly,

distributed,along, the,main, leader.,The, first, scaffold,branch,on, the, south,east,has,previously, failed, leaving,a, small, stub,with,
mature,epicormic,growth,,which,has,also,previously,failed.,Stem,extends,to,15,metres,where,the,first,scaffold,emerges,from,
the, south,,which, is, showing,poor, shape, and, form,, the, two,main, secondary, scaffold,branches,have,previously, failed, leaving,
small,stubs.,There,is,a, large,wound,on,the,stem,at,18,metres,from,the,removal,of,a, large,leader.,The,remainder,of,the,stem,
grows,over,to,the,west.,].,

Canopy Relatively, large, and,wide, spreading, but, asymmetrical, canopy,with, bias, to, the, west., Good, foliage, density, due, to, epicormic,
growth, on, all, scaffold, branches., Evidence, of, past, branch, failures, leaving, small, broken, stubs.,Major, deadwood, throughout.,
Minor,branch,tip,dieback.,

Aerial,Inspection, Large,tree,that,divides,at,6,metres,in,a,north,west/south,east,orientation.,There,is,a,large,wound,and,cavity,in,the,main,stem,
union.,The,north,western,leader,is,showing,major,damage,on,the,upper,surface,of,the,long,over,extended,branches,,there,is,a,
further,large,wound,from,a,branch,failure,on,the,southern,side,of,the,leader.,There,is,a,large,wound,on,the,north,eastern,side,
of,the, leader,showing,hollowing,of,the,stem,tissues.,A, large,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,west,has,a, large,wound,and,cavity,
form,a,previous,failure.,The,south,western, leader,has, long,over,extended,branches,on,the,east,,which,have,previously,been,
reduced.,There,is,also,a,large,failure,from,this,leader,leaving,a,small,stub.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,long,over,extended,branches,by,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles,

, , Medium,term,––,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure., ,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,in,the,main,stem,union,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,broken,stub,from,a,previous,branch,failure,on,the,north,western,leader.,

$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,created,by,the,removal,of,the,north,western,side,of,the,north,western,leader,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,cavity,on,the,large,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,western,side,of,the,north,western,leader,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 31 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   3.29  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing,poor,shape,and, form.,The, tree, is, classified,as, regulated, in, line,with, the,Development,Act,and,Development,

Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Evidence,of,damage,to,the,buttress,root,on,the,eastern,side,of,the,stem.,Small,

wounds,on,the,south,and,south,east,section,of,the,lower,stem.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that,develops,a,poor, arrangement,of, large,diameter, scaffold,branches,all, of,which,are,upright, in,

form., The, main, stem, divides, at, 18, metres, where, it, develops, a, poor, framework, of, scaffold, and, lateral, branches., There, is,
evidence,of,small,diameter,branch,failures,from,the,upper,stem,section,,which,have,left,small,wounds..,

Canopy Relatively,small,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,east..,Epicormic,growth,on,all,scaffold,branches.,Evidence,of,past,branch,
failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,Minor,branch,tip,dieback.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,east,is,long,and,over,extended,with,large,wounds,at,12,and,13,metres,on,the,west,and,
south,west,,which,are,showing,hollowing,and,poor,woundwood,formation.,The,main,stem,divides,at,14,metres,in,an,east/west,
orientation,having,a,large,water,filled,cavity,in,the,main,union,,there,is,good,remaining,tissue,surrounding,the,cavity,and,good,
wound,wood,formation.,The,eastern,leader,is,upright, in,form,showing,sings,of,bird,damage,in,the,main,unions.,The,western,
leader,has,suffered,numerous,failures,,with,the,upper,scaffold,branches,showing,major,bird,damage,in,the,unions,at,the,point,
it,divides,to,for,three,second,order,scaffold,branches.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,a,maximum,of,15%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,small,poorly,formed,canopy,structure., ,
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,south,western,side,of,the,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,east,,having,large,longitudinal,cracks,in,
the,exposed,heartwood.,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,western,side,of,the,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,east.,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,main,stem,union,at,14,metres,having,a,large,water,filled,cavity,,,which,is,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,extensive,bird,damage,to,the,upper,secondary,scaffold,branches.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 32 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 29   2.78  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,,being,heavily,suppressed,by,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,line,

with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, to, 4,metres,where, the, first, scaffold, branch, emerges, from, the, north., This, is, showing, reasonable,

shape, and, form., Secondary, scaffolds, poorly, formed, and, twisted., There, is, a, large,wound, in, the,main, branch, union, from, a,
previous,failure.,The,main,stem,extends,to,15,metres,where,it,divides,to,form,two,large,scaffold,branches,,both,of,which,grow,
over,to,the,north,east,due,to,suppression.,

Canopy Relatively, large, and, wide, spreading, but, asymmetrical, canopy, with, bias, to, the, north, east., Good, foliage, density., Epicormic,
growth,on,all,scaffold,branches.,Evidence,of,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,tree,is,a,single,stemmed,specimen,to,the,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,at,3,metres,,which,has,signs,of,included,bark,on,
the,western,side,of,the,branch,union,,with,a,large,stub,from,the,removal,of,a,large,scaffold,branch,at,the,point,of,union.,The,
branch,has,previously,been,reduced,leaving,a,poorly,formed,scaffold,branch,structure.,The,second,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,
east, is, long,and,over,extended,supporting,heavy, terminal, foliage,end,weight, that, is, showing,signs,of, small,diameter,branch,
failures.,The,main,stem,divides,at,9,metres,in,an,east/west,orientation,the,eastern,scaffold,branch,is,long,and,over,extended,
having,a,small,wound,on,the,north,at,7,metres,form,the,union.,The,remainder,of,the,branching,structure,was,showing,no,signs,
of,defect,at,the,time,of,inspection.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,the,canopy,structure,by,a,maximum,of,5%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poorly,formed,canopy,of,long,over,
extended,branches.,

,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,area,of,included,bark,on,the,western,side,of,the,first,scaffold,branch,,and,shows,the,stub,from,the,removal,of,a,large,
scaffold,branch.,

,
Photograph,showing,the,wound,on,the,northern,side,of,the,main,eastern,scaffold,branch.,
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 33 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 19   2.81  Medium,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,having,previously,failed.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,line,with,the,Development,

Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,grows,at,an,angle,of,15,degrees,from,vertical,to,the,north.,There,is,a,large,wound,at,4,metres,at,

a, point, at,which, the,main, leader,has,previously, failed., The,wound,extends,down, the,main, stem, for, 2,metres,, but, showing,
reasonable,woundwood,formation.,Matured,epicormic,growth,on,the,lower,stem.,Main,stem,divides,to,form,two,large,scaffold,
branches,that,are,showing,signs,of,previous,failures,and,having,been,pruned,to,reduce,their,spread.,

Canopy Relatively, compact, but, asymmetrical, canopy., Reasonable, foliage,density, attributed, to, the,matured, epicormic, growth, in, the,
lower,canopy.,Epicormic,growth,on,all, scaffold,branches.,Evidence,of,past,branch, failures, leaving, small,broken,stubs.,Minor,
deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, There, is,a, large,wound,on,the,south,eastern,side,of, the,main,stem,from,the, failure,of,a, large,scaffold,branch,, the,wound, is,
showing, signs, of, hollowing, above, the,wound,, but,was, sound, and, solid, on, the, remainder, of, the, stem., The,main, leader, has,
previously,been,reduced,at,7,metres,with,side,scaffold,branches,forming,central,dominance.,The,branch,on,the,south,west,has,
a, large, tear, from,a,previous,branch, failure,,being,poorly, formed.,The,north,eastern, scaffold,branch, is,poorly, formed,having,
been,previously,reduced.,

Works,Required Short,term,\,Undertake,an,aerial,inspection.,COMPLETED,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,as,part,of,the,normal,risk,assessment,framework.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,exceptionally,poor,shape,and,form., ,
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,south,eastern,side,of,the,main,leader,from,a,previous,large,diameter,failure.,

$
$
$
$

$ $
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 34 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.79  High,
General,Comment Tree, is,showing,good,shape,and, form.,The,tree, is,classified,as, regulated, in, line,with, the,Development,Act,and,Development,

Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Surface,roots,visible.,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, develops, a, good, arrangement, of, large, diameter, scaffold, branches, all, of, which, are, evenly,

distributed,along,the,main,leader.,There,is,evidence,of,small,diameter,scaffold,branch,failures,from,the,main,stem,,which,have,
left,small,wounds.,

Canopy Relatively,large,and,wide,spreading,but,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,east.,Good,foliage,density.,Epicormic,growth,on,
all,scaffold,branches.,Evidence,of,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,tree,is,a,single,stemmed,specimen,to,the,first,scaffold,branches,staring,at,9,metres,,these,are,all,long,and,over,extended,
showing,evidence,of,numerous,small,diameter,failures.,The,upper,scaffold,branches,are,showing,signs,of,minor,bird,damage.,

Works,Required Short, term, –, Prune, to, reduce, the, upper, canopy, structure, by, a, maximum, of, 10%, in, line, with, veteran, tree, management,
principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,large,wide,spreading,canopy,of,good,
shape,and,form.,

,

$
$
$
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$

,
Photographs,showing,the,minor,damage,sustained,to,the,scaffold,and,lateral,branches,in,the,upper,canopy,of,the,tree,,which,are,showing,
reasonable,woundwood,formation,

,
$
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 35 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 28   3.78  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,,due,past,limb,failures,and,suppression,from,the,adjoining,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,

regulated,in,line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,8,metres,where,it,previously,formed,two,leaders,in,an,east,west,orientation.,The,

eastern,leader,has,previously,failed,,leaving,a,large,stub.,There,is,a,large,scaffold,branch,on,the,northern,side,of,the,stem,just,
below, the, point, of, failure,,which, is, showing, exceptionally, poor, shape, and, form, having, previously, failed.,Mature, epicormic,
growth,forms,the,remainder,of,the,scaffold,branch,,which,is,currently,long,and,over,extended.,The,western,leader,grows,over,
to,the,south,west,,being,,long,and,over,extended,with,evidence,of,a,large,diameter,failure,at,15,metres.,

Canopy Relatively, large, and, wide, spreading, but, asymmetrical, canopy, with, bias, to, the, south, west, and, west., Poor, foliage, density.,
Epicormic, growth, on, all, scaffold, branches., Evidence, of, past, branch, failures, leaving, small, broken, stubs., Minor, deadwood,
throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, There, is, a, large, open, wound, on, the, man, stem, at, approximately, 7, metres, from, a, large, diameter, failure,, showing, good,
woundwood,formation.,The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,north,at,6,metres,grows,upright,,being,poorly,formed,and,twisted,and,
long,and,over,extended.,The,main,leader,turns,to,the,south,east,then,turns,and,grows,upright.,There,are,a,few,small,wounds,
on,the,main,stem,structure,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,The,main,stem,divides,in,the,upper,third,of,the,tree,,with,the,
leader,on,the,south,east,showing,signs,of,major,bird,damage.,

Works,Required Short, term, –, Prune, to, reduce, the, upper, canopy, structure, by, a, maximum, of, 10%, in, line, with, veteran, tree, management,
principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,with,a,relatively,
sparse,and,open,canopy.,

,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,northern,side,of,the,main,stem,from,a,previous,large,diameter,branch,failure.,
,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 36 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   3.17  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,,due,to,suppression,from,the,adjacent,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,line,with,

the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, to, approximately, 8, metres, where, the, first, scaffold, branch, emerges, from, the, south,, this, grows,

generally,upright,in,form,having,previously,failed,leaving,a,large,broken,stub,with,epicormic,growth.,The,main,leader,extends,a,
further, 3,metres,where, it, divides, to, form, four, scaffold, branches, all, of,which, emanate, from, the, same, spatial, position., Two,
scaffold,branches,have,previously,failed,,with,the,remaining,branches,growing,over,to,the,north,being,long,and,over,extended,
with,crossing,and,rubbing,branches,,and,evidence,of,numerous,branch,failures.,

Canopy canopy,of,poor,shape,and,form,with,major,asymmetry,with,bias,to,the,north.,Poor,foliage,density,the,majority,of,which,is,in,
the,upper, third,of, the,tree,and,formed,mainly, from,epicormic,growth.,Evidence,of,past,branch,failures, leaving,small,broken,
stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,first,scaffold,branch,on,the,south,east,has,previously,been,reduced,to,a,large,stub,7,metres,long,and,supports,minimal,live,
growth., The,main, stem,divides, at, 11,metres, to, form, two, leaders, in, a,north,east/south,west,orientation., The,north,eastern,
leader,has,previously,been, reduced/failed, leaving,a, large, stub,5,metres, long,with,mature,epicormic, growth,which, is, poorly,
formed,and,rubbing,on,adjacent,branches,,there,is,evidence,of,large,diameter,failures.,The,south,western,leader,grows,over,to,
the, north, having, a, large,wound, at, 6,metres, from, the, union,, which, is, solid, with, no, cavity, evident., The, leader, divides, in, a,
north/south,orientation;,the,northern,scaffold,branch,grows,over,to,the,north,being,long,and,over,extended,with,evidence,of,
large,failures,and,has,a,large,hanging,branch,from,a,recent,failure.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,remove,the,hanging,branch,(completed),and,prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,a,maximum,of,10%,in,
line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form,with,major,canopy,
bias,to,the,north.,

,
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$

,
Photograph,showing,the,north,eastern,leader,having,poor,shape,and,form,with,large,crossing,and,rubbing,branches,and,evidence,of,large,
diameter,branch,failures.,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,south,side,of,the,south,western,leader.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 37 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   2.34  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, exceptionally, poor, shape, and, form, due, to, suppression, from, the, adjoining, trees., The, tree, is, classified, as,

regulated,in,line,with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Evidence,of,minor,borer,activity,and,kino,on,lower,stem.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,that,develops,a,poor,arrangement,of,large,diameter,scaffold,branches.,The,first,scaffold,branch,on,

the,east,at,3,metres,is,upright,in,form,and,showing,poor,shape,and,form,having,minimal,branching,structure.,The,main,leader,
divides,at,9,metres,to,form,two,scaffold,branches.,The,northern,most,branch, is, long,and,over,extended,growing,over,to,the,
north,,the,southern,branch,grows,to,the,south,and,formed,mainly,from,epicormic,growth.,There,is,evidence,of,large,diameter,
scaffold,branch, failures, from,the,southern,side,of, the,main,stem,,which,have, left, large,wounds.,The,scaffold,branches,have,
previously,been,pruned,to,reduce,the,overall,branch,spread.,There,is,epicormic,growth,on,all,scaffold,branches.,

Canopy Relatively,large,and,wide,spreading,but,asymmetrical,canopy,with,bias,to,the,north.,All, lower,canopy,formed,from,epicormic,
growth, giving, it, the, appearance,of, having, good, foliage,density., Epicormic, growth,on, all, scaffold,branches., Evidence,of, past,
branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,and,branch,tip,dieback,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The,tree,has,a,single,leader,that,is,showing,poor,shape,and,form,,being,long,and,over,extended,with,bird,damage,evident,on,
the,upper,surface,at,the,extremities,of,the,leader.,There,is,evidence,of,branch,failures,throughout,the,canopy,with,numerous,
small,diameter,broken,stubs,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,There,is,minor,damage,on,the,western,side,of,the,leader,,
which, is, showing, good, woundwood, formation, with, no, evidence, of, decay., Small, cavity, at, 9, metres, with, bird, damage, and,
failures,at,8,metres.,There,is,evidence,of,hollowing,on,upper,branch,surfaces,but,sufficient,remaining,live,tissue.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,a,maximum,of,20%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,exceptionally,poor,shape,and,form., ,
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,minor,damage,on,the,upper,surface,of,the,long,over,extended,branches,ate,the,extremities,of,the,main,leader,
showing,good,woundwood,formation.,

,
Photograph,showing,failure,point,and,bird,damage,on,the,main,stem,at,8,metres,showing,good,woundwood,formation,.,
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 38 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 30   2.0  High,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single, stemmed, specimen, that, divides, to, form, two, large, leaders, in, a, north, east/south,west, orientation., , The, north, east, is,

generally, upright, in, form, having, previously, been, pruned, to, reduce, its, height, and, spread, leaving, large, stubs, with,matured,
epicormic,growth.,The,south,western,leader,is,upright,in,form,developing,a,reasonable,framework,of,scaffold,braches,showing,
evidence,of,past,pruning,and,branch,failures.,

Canopy Relatively,small,poorly,formed,canopy,with,long,over,extended,branches,to,the,north,east.,All,lower,branches,have,previously,
been, removed, leaving, large, wounds, on, the, main, stem, and, contribute, to, its, poor, shape, and, form., Good, foliage, density.,
Epicormic, growth, on, all, scaffold, branches., Evidence, of, past, branch, failures, leaving, small, broken, stubs., Minor, deadwood,
throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Small,poorly,formed,tree,having,suffered,from,previous,branch,failures,,having,long,over,extended,branches.,All,canopy,unions,
were,showing,good,attachment,at,the,time,of,inspection,and,all,wounds,were,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,upper,canopy,by,a,maximum,of,10%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,compact,canopy,structure,with,good,
epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,

$
$ $
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 39 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 32   2.37  High,
General,Comment Tree,is,showing,relatively,poor,shape,and,form,due,to,suppression,from,adjacent,trees.,The,tree,is,classified,as,regulated,in,line,

with,the,Development,Act,and,Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,12,metres,where,it,divides,to,form,two,large,leaders,in,a,north/south,orientation.,

There,is,a,large,wound,at,the,main,stem,union,form,a,previous,failure,,which,is,showing,good,occlusion.,The,southern,leader,
grows,to,the,south,for,5,metres,to,a,point,at,which,it,has,previously,failed,leaving,a,large,broken,stub,with,a,tear,on,underside,
of, leader.,A, single, scaffold, branch,has, taken,over, dominance,being, long, and,over, extended., The,northern, leader, is, upright,
showing,exceptionally,poor,shape,and,form,the,majority,of,the,scaffold,branches,are,at,the,extremities,of,the,leader.,There,is,
evidence,of,numerous,small,diameter,branch,failures.,

Canopy Relatively, compact, but, asymmetrical, canopy, with, all, the, foliage, concentrated, in, the, outer, third, of, the, canopy, structure.,
Reasonable,foliage,density.,Evidence,of,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, The, main, stem, divides, at, 10, metres, in, a, north/south, orientation, having, a, large, wound, in, the, main, union, showing, good,
woundwood,formation,with,no,evidence,of,hollowing.,The,southern,leader,grows,over,to,the,south,having,failed,at,6,metres,
leaving,a,large,wound,and,tear.,The,upper,lateral,branches,take,over,dominance,and,have,suffered,failures,at,9,metres,from,
the,union.,Evidence,of,bird,damage,on, the,upper, surface,of, the,branches.,The,northern, leader, is, showing, reasonable, form,,
with,evidence,of,a,few,branch,failures.,There,is,a,large,wound,on,the,western,side,of,the,leader,that,extends,from,the,union,for,
3,metres,with,signs,of,hollowing,on,the,western,side,of,the,wound,with,poor,remaining,live,tissue,density.,

Works,Required Short,term,–,Prune,to,reduce,canopy,structure,by,20%,in,line,with,veteran,tree,management,principles.,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,to,determine,overall,response,to,reduction,works,and,assess,level,of,new,
growth.,,Prune,to,manage,epicormic,re\growth,if,response,is,identified,as,good.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,poor,shape,and,form., ,
$
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,at,the,main,stem,union,showing,good,woundwood,formation.,
,

,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,on,the,western,side,of,the,northern,leader,that,is,showing,extensive,hollowing.,
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,
Photograph,showing,the,large,wound,and,tear,on,the,southern,leader,,showing,reasonable,woundwood,formation.,

$
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Tree,# Genus Common Height  Circumference Rating ,
 40 Eucalyptus,cladocalyx Sugar,Gum 18   2.72  Medium,
General,Comment Tree, is, showing, reasonable, shape, and, form., The, tree, is, classified, as, regulated, in, line, with, the, Development, Act, and,

Development,Regulations.,
Roots,and,Butt Good,basal,flare.,Good,buttress,root,formation.,Surface,roots,are,visible.,
Stem Single,stemmed,specimen,to,approximately,4,metres,where,it,forms,two,main,leaders,in,an,east/west,orientation.,The,eastern,

leader,divides,immediately,to,form,a,small,scaffold,branch,on,the,west,,with,a,large,wound,in,the,union,relatively,small,branch,
with, slight, over, extension., The, leader, extends, a, further, 6,metres, to, a, point, at,which, it, has, previously, been, reduced/failed,
leaving, a, large, stub, with, small, diameter, epicormic, growth., The, western, leader, is, upright, in, form, being, relatively, small,
supporting,a, reasonable,arrangement,of,small,diameter,scaffold,branches,all,of,which,are,evenly,distributed,along,the,main,
leader.,All,scaffold,branches,have,previously,been,pruned,to,reduce,the,overall,branch,spread.,There,is,epicormic,growth,on,all,
scaffold,branches.,

Canopy Small,compact,canopy,with,slight,over,extension,to,the,south.,Good,foliage,density.,Epicormic,growth,on,all,scaffold,branches.,
Evidence,of,past,branch,failures,leaving,small,broken,stubs.,Minor,deadwood,throughout.,

Aerial,Inspection, Tree,of,reasonable,shape,and,form,,numerous,wounds,throughout,the,canopy,structure,,but,the,canopy,has,previously,been,
extensively,reduced,to,abate,any,risks,associated,with,the,branch,failures.,The,resulting,canopy,structure,was,showing,good,
overall,form,at,the,time,of,inspection.,

Works,Required Short,term,\,Undertake,an,aerial,inspection.,COMPLETED,

, , Medium,term,–,Re,inspect,within,12,to,18,months,as,part,of,the,normal,risk,assessment,framework.$

, , Long,term,–,Re,inspect,to,determine,the,outcomes,of,the,veteran,tree,management,pruning,implemented.,

,
,

,

,

, Photograph,showing,the,tree,having,a,small,compact,canopy,structure,with,good,
epicormic,growth,response,on,the,main,stem,and,scaffold,branches.,

,
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5.0 VETERAN$TREE$MANAGEMENT$

5.1. Senescence,is,a,normal,stage,in,the,trees,life,cycle.,As,the,tree,ages,it,goes,
through,a,process,of,reducing,its,mass,to,allow,the,reducing,energy,levels,
to, provide, for, a, smaller, more, compact, tree., This, is, typical, tree,
architecture,shown,by,ageing,trees.,

5.2. The, work, identified, with, regard, to, some, of, these, trees, is, the,
implementation, of, an, innovative, pruning, program., The, pruning, will,
require,the,removal,of,a,large,percentage,of,the,upper,canopy,in,line,with,
veteran,tree,management,principles,undertaken,in,Europe,and,the,UK.,

5.3. This,type,of,pruning,is,undertaken,with,the,view,to,retain,and,prolong,the,
ultimate, life, span,of, the, tree,whilst, reducing, its,potential, to, continue, to,
decline,and,ultimately,reduce,their,potential,to,drop,large,limbs.,

5.4. The, principle, associated, with, veteran, tree, management, is, to, pre\empt,
what, the, tree,will, ultimately, try, and, achieve, through, natural, processes.,
Over,mature, trees, start, the, process, of, old, age, by, slowly, reducing, their,
ultimate, size, by, closing, down, the, branch, extremities,, and, producing,
epicormic,growth,on,the, large, lateral,and,scaffold,branches,closer,to,the,
main, stem., This, allows, the, trees, to, reduce, the, size, of, their, mass, thus,
reducing, the, amount, of, energy, required, to, maintain, the, entire, tree,
system.,

5.5. Fortunately, for, these, trees, the, process, has, already, started, with, the,
production,of,epicormic,growth,on,the,main,leaders,and,lateral,branches.,
The, timing, is, such, that, the,work, contained,within, the, recommendations,
can,be,implemented,before,the,trees,shed,any,large,limbs,,which,is,typical,
for,trees,showing,this,amount,of,decline.,

5.6. The, onset, of, the, decline, being, shown, by, the, trees, could, be, due, to, a,
number,of,factors,,most,of,which,will,be,abiotic,,which,will,have,reduced,
the,area,of,exploitable,soil,for,normal,root,growth,and,expansion.,
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Diagram,showing,the,characteristics,of,a,veteran,tree,that, is, likely,to,respond,to,cutting,,and,
those,of,a,tree,that,is,less,likely,to,respond. 
 

5.7. The, purpose, of, veteran, tree,management, is, to, reduce, the, large, lateral,
limbs, and, leaders, to, an, extent, and, form, that, can, be, both, adequately,
managed, in, the, future,, and, which, reduces, the, potential, for, large, limb,
failure., If, the, trees,are, retained, in, their, current, form, they,will, inevitably,
shed,limbs,as,the,decline,advances.,If,the,trees,retain,their,current,shape,
and, form, with, long, over\extended, limbs, any, failure, could, have, a,
significant, impact, on, the, targets, surrounding, it,, and, ultimately, cause,
significant,damage,to,the,trees.,

5.8. The,proposed,pruning,will,aim,to,reduce,the,trees,to,a,range,of,framework,
branches, that, accurately, reflect, the, current, shape, and, form, of, their,
branching,structure.,One,of,the,variables,that,also,needs,to,be,considered,
when,pruning,is,the,trees,ability,to,respond,and,produce,new,growth.$

$ $

 

No epicormic 
growth on trunk 
or branches 

No response to 
accidental damage 

No response to 
pruning 

Smooth bark 
no burrs 

Suckering 
from roots 

New branch growth 
follows accidental 
damage 

Branching all 
high up 

Multiple branching 

Good 
response to 
pruning 

Rough burry 
bark 

Good adventitious 
growth on trunks and 
branches  
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6.0 WHAT$ARE$VETERAN$TREES$

 
6.1. Veteran, trees, can, be, defined, as:, ‘a, tree, that, is, of, interest, biologically,,

culturally,or,aesthetically,because,of,its,age,,size,or,condition’.$

6.2. A,rough,rule,of,thumb,can,be,adopted,for,species,,e.g.,Ash,,in,relation,to,
size:$

6.2.1. Trees,with,a,diameter,at,breast,height,of,more,than,1.0,m,(girth,
3.2,m),are,potentially,interesting.$

6.2.2. Trees, with, a, diameter, of, more, than, 1.5, m, (girth, 4.7m), are,
valuable,in,terms,of,conservation.$

6.2.3. Trees,with,a,diameter,of,more,than,2.0,m,(girth,6.25,m),are,truly,
ancient.$

6.3. The,majority,of, the,trees,to,which,this, form,of,management, is,proposed,
have, basal, diameters, greater, than, 1.5m,,which,would, therefore, declare,
the,trees,as,valuable,in,terms,of,conservation.$

7.0 THE$IMPORTANCE$OF$VETERAN$TREES$

7.1. All, large, mature, trees, have, the, potential,, with, the, right, form, of,
management,to,become,veteran,trees.,These,trees,are,important,as,they,
may,have,historic,value,,each,individual,being,a,survivor,from,the,past,and,
a,relic,of,the,former,landscape.,

7.2. This,is,especially,important,in,South,Australia,as,the,large,tree,population,,
which,has,the,potential,to,become,veteran,,are,under,threat,due,to,urban,
consolidation,,agricultural,and,viticultural,practices.,,

7.3. In,addition,to,their,importance,as,natural,habitats,,they,are,also,a,valuable,
part,of,our,cultural,heritage.!Despite,potentially,surviving,centuries,, they,
are, now, largely, at, our,mercy, through, the, rapid, pace, of, change, brought,
about,by,modern, technology., It, only, takes, a, few,minutes, to, condemn,a,
tree, that, has, lived, through, more, changes, in, its, time, than, we, can, ever,
imagine.,

7.4. In,brief,,veteran,trees,are,of,importance,because:,

7.4.1. They,have,aesthetic,appeal,and,cause,inspiration.,
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7.4.2. They,may,have,a,particular,historic, link,, i.e.,be,associated,with,a,
specific,person,or,event.,

7.4.3. They, often, illustrate, past, land, use, or, cultural, landscapes., For,
example,veteran, trees,are,often, found,on,wooded,commons,, in,
parkland,, as, boundary, or, field,markers, and, in, ancient, farmland,
landscapes.,

7.4.4. They, are, especially, important, for, biological, reasons,, providing,
conditions,suitable,for,a,wide,range,of,other,plants,and,animals,,
many,of,which,require,the,very,special,environment,created,in,an,
old,tree.,

7.5. All, the, above, reasons, give, sound, reasoning, into, the, retention, of, large,
mature, trees, in, the, urban, and, rural, environment, and, are, a, valuable,
resource,for,future,generations.,

8.0 DISCUSSION$

8.1. The,majority,of,the,trees,are,showing,poor,to,fair,overall,form,having,had,
numerous,large,to,medium,sized,branch,failures.,The,trees,located,on,the,
western, side, of, the, avenue, have, experienced, major, damage, and,
predation,by,the,native,birds,,which,have,removed,large,areas,of,bark,and,
cambial,tissue,from,a,large,number,of,the,large,scaffold,and,lateral,branch,
unions.,

8.2. This, will, have, reduced, the, trees, capacity, to, respond, to, the, damage, by,
removing,live,tissue,and,the,main,growth,point,of,the,branch.,The,loss,of,
cambial,tissue,will,ultimately,reduce,the,implementation,of,reaction,wood,
formation, that, hardwood, trees, rely, on, to, offer, support, at, branch,
connection,points.,

8.3. This,will,ultimately,result,in,a,weakening,of,the,union,whilst,further,weight,
loading,will,continue,as,the,branch, implements, further,extension,growth,
and,foliage,production,,increasing,the,potential,for,future,branch,failures.,

8.4. To,further,compound,the,bird,damage,numerous,wounds,on,the,western,
most, trees, were, showing, signs, of, hollowing, at, the, unions, from, normal,
wood, degradation,, which, will, further, weaken, the, branch, connection,
points.,
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8.5. The, remaining, timber, around, the, wounds, was, sounded, using, a, testing,
mallet, to, determine, the, extent, of, hollowing, and, establish, structural,
implications.,

8.6. A, large, number, of, the, unions, exhibiting, decay, were, found, to, have,
localised,hollowing, that,extended,up, the,branch,and, into, the,main, stem,
tissue.,However,,the,surrounding,tissue,and,woundwood,formation,on,the,
most,part,was,found,to,be,of,a,reasonable,quality.,

8.7. The, main, issue, with, regard, to, woundwood, formation, is, the, continued,
predation, by, birds, of, the, newly, formed, tissue,, thus, preventing, the,
establishment,of,new,strengthening,tissue,and,occlusion.,

8.8. The, aerial, inspection, of, the, trees, located, on, the, eastern, side, of, the,
avenue, identified, only, minimal, signs, of, bird, damage., However,, a, large,
number,of,the,trees,had,long,over,extended,branches,with,heavy,foliage,
end,weight.,

8.9. From, a, risk, perspective, the, trees, located, on, the, western, side, of, the,
avenue, will, require, extensive, canopy, management, to, address, issues,
surrounding,structural,defects,within,the,upper,canopy,structure.,

8.10. Although,the,trees,on,the,eastern,side,of, the,driveway,are,showing,only,
minimal, signs, of, damage,within, the, upper, canopy, unions,, consideration,
must,be,given,to,the,implications,future,management,of,the,trees,on,the,
western,side,of,the,avenue,may,have,on,their,structure.,

8.11. The, reduction, in,canopy,height,on, the,western,most, trees,will, allow, the,
prevailing, weather, conditions, to, access, sections, of, the, eastern, trees,
canopies,previously,afforded,shelter.,

8.12. Due,to,the,reactive,growth,nature,of,all,tree,species,the,internal,defence,
and, growth,mechanisms, will, not, have, provided, sufficient, stress, loading,
and,reaction,growth,on,the,upper,canopy,to,prevent,failures,should,they,
be,opened,to,forces,from,which,previously,afforded,protection.,

8.13. The,formation,of,a,tree,management,plan,for,this,avenue,,should,consider,
the,use,of, veteran, tree,management,principles, to, initiate, a, reduction, in,
canopy, size, to, avoid, major, branch, failures, whilst, stimulating, a, growth,
response,that,will,ultimately,form,a,new,more,compact,canopy,structure,
that,could,be,managed,into,the,future.$

,
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9.0 REPLACEMENT$TREE$PLANTING$

9.1. The, trees, to, be, removed,have, little, potential, to, develop, into, specimens,
worthy,of,retaining.,They,have,previously,failed,leaving,the,stem,as,a,large,
stub,with,minimal,canopy,structure.,The,medium,term,objectives,identify,
the,trees,to,be,replaced,,with,Sugar,Gums,(Eucalyptus!cladocalyx),,which,
will,ensure,the,ongoing,,and,continuation,of,the,avenue,effect.,

9.2. Any, replacement, trees, should, be, of, sufficient, size, to, add, immediate,
impact.,The,trees,should,be,subject,to,an,ongoing,maintenance,regime,to,
ensure,satisfactory,establishment.,

10.0 CONCLUSIONS$

10.1. When, all, the, above, information, is, taken, into, consideration, the, only,
reasonable, conclusion, that, can, be, reached, is, to, implement, the, pruning,
regime,specified, in,the,“works,required”,section,for,each,specific,tree,, in,
order,to,abate,the,identified,hazards,with,regard,to,,the,extensive,cavities,
and,wounding,suffered,by,the,trees,which, is, further,compounded,by,the,
long, over\extended, limbs, and, the, large, amounts, of, dead, and, dying,
branches.$

10.2. The,work,specified,will,have,a,minor, impact,on,the,visual,amenity,of,the,
immediate, area, when, the, trees, identified, for, pruning, are, reduced.,
However,, this, will, be, short\term, loss, as, the, trees, produce, new, growth,
lower,on,the,stem,creating,a,denser,canopy,structure.,,,

10.3. The, removal, and, replacement, plantings, identified, will, have, little,
detrimental, effect,on, the,are,, as, those, trees, identified, for, removal,have,
little,potential,to,develop,into,specimens,worthy,of,retaining,due,to,their,
severely,compromised,structure.,

10.4. The, management, practices, identified, within, this, report, as, veteran, tree,
management, is,not,to,be,compared,with, inappropriate,pruning,practices,
such,as,topping,or,lopping.,This,type,of,work,is,based,on,the,observations,
that,the,tree,is,mature,and,of,an,age,class,that,lends,itself,to,veteran,tree,
management,practices.,

$

,
,
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13.0 APPENDIX$THREE$–$LIMITATIONS$AND$DISCLAIMER$

$

This,report,only,covers, identifiable,defects,present,at,the,time,of, inspection.,The,author,accepts,no,responsibility,
and,cannot,be,held, liable, for,any, structural,defect,or,unforseen,event/situation, that,may,occur,after, the, time,of,
inspection,,unless,clearly,specified,timescales,are,detailed,within,the,report.,,
,
The,author,cannot,guarantee,trees,contained,within,this,report,will,be,structurally,sound,under,all,circumstances,,
and,cannot,guarantee,that,the,recommendations,made,will,categorically,result,in,the,tree,being,made,safe.,
,
Unless, specifically, mentioned, this, report, will, only, be, concerned, with, above, ground, inspections,, that, will, be,
undertaken,visually,from,ground,level.,Trees,are,living,organisms,and,as,such,cannot,be,classified,as,safe,under,any,
circumstances., The, recommendations, are,made,on, the,basis,of,what, can,be, reasonably, identified,at, the, time,of,
inspection,therefore,the,author,accepts,no,liability,for,any,recommendations,made.,,
,
Care,has,been,taken,to,obtain,all, information,from,reliable,sources.,All,data,has,been,verified, insofar,as,possible;,
however,,the,author,can,neither,guarantee,nor,be,responsible,for,the,accuracy,of,information,provided,by,others.,

$

,

$




